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It’s ‘c u l8r’ to flatmates who can’t spell 

Nearly two-thirds of the na<on dismiss ads for flatshares due to text speak 

reveals new research from SpareRoom.co.uk 

Headline stats: 
- 43% of renters are put off by gramma<cal errors in ads looking for a flatmate 
- Over half of people think un<dy spelling = un<dy life 
- Over 90% of people wouldn’t say no to an emo<con in an ad 
- Nearly two-thirds dislike text speak in flatmate ads 

LONDON, OCTOBER 2016: New research from SpareRoom.co.uk, the flatmate matching app and site, 
reveals people are easily put off by bad grammar and punctua<on when it comes to finding their 
dream flatmate. 

The survey of 1,016 flatmates in the UK revealed over half of people (53%) would avoid ads that 
contain bad spelling when looking for a flatmate because they feel that it shows a lack of care and 
a_en<on. When it comes to grammar, 42% say an ad full of gramma<cal mistakes would be off-
puang. 

Say c u l8r to text speak 
Text speak tops the list of the most off-puang things to find in someone’s ad. 57% wouldn’t respond 
to an ad using text speak and, surprisingly, younger renters mind more than older flatmates. Those in 
their 20s are the most likely to be put off by it (64%), whereas just over half of people in their 40s 
find text speak a turn off (54%). When it comes to emo<cons however, that’s a different story, as 91% 

wouldn’t be put off by them in an ad ☺  

Less of the bad language and banter, bruv 
When it comes to the language in ads, bad language is the top turn off, with 69% saying it would put 
them off someone’s ad. If you’re looking to share with a more mature flatmate, then definitely make 
sure you don’t swear in your ad, as a whopping 81% of over 50s would dismiss an ad using bad 
language. Terms of endearment are next on the list, with 57% lis<ng them as an annoyance. Women 
mind them more than men, with 67% of females saying they’d be an issue, compared to just 44% of 
males. ‘Lad speak’ isn’t welcomed either and, unsurprisingly, women are more likely to be put off an 
ad that used words like ‘banter’ and ‘an<cs’ than men (46% vs. 37%). Interes<ngly though, women 
are more tolerant of slang or colloquialisms than men (25% vs. 21%). 

Two too many tos 
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Nearly a third of people (29%) find misspelled words and typos make them think twice about 
replying to an ad, and bad punctua<on counts for a fieh of all non-replies. Ads that confuse ‘two, to 
and too’ are the biggest turn off, with nearly 15% of people finding that more of a bugbear than 
confusion over ‘you’re and your’ (10%) and ‘there, their and they’re’ (9%).  

Let me take a selfie… or not 
Reassuringly, appearance isn’t everything when it comes to finding your dream flatmate, with 78% of 
people saying that what’s wri_en in an ad is the most important thing, and only 5% saying that 
someone’s profile picture was the most important. Men are generally more interested in how their 
poten<al flatmate looks, 6% were more bothered than women (4%). More than half of flatmates 
55% said a video added to people’s profiles would help give them a be_er idea of what someone 
might be like as a flatmate, compared to just a wri_en descrip<on. 

Ma_ Hutchinson, director of SpareRoom.co.uk, comments: “What you say in your ad is so important 
as it’s generally the first impression you’ll make. But geang your personality across in wri<ng, 
without the benefit of body language or tone of voice, can be tough.” 

“We’re star<ng to see more people upload a video to their profile to make up for that. Even just a 
few seconds of seeing someone speak can make a huge difference in terms of geang a sense of how 
you might get on. Body language is such a powerful thing.” 

-ENDS- 

Notes to editors 
For more informa<on, please contact spareroom@hotwirepr.com or call 0207 608 4645. 

About SpareRoom 
SpareRoom is the UK’s leading flat and house share website with over 6 million registered users. 
Established in 2004, it’s the only flatshare site featured in the Hitwise top 10 UK property sites, 
currently at number three. SpareRoom recently launched its site and apps across the US.
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